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Description

This invention relates to a method and apparatus

for monitoring particles.

The invention particularly relates to an arrangement

in which a probe projecting into a flow of particles is

charged triboelectrically by flowing particles colliding

with the probe.

WO 86/02454 describes an apparatus for monitor-

ing particles in a gas flow through a conduit. A metal

probe is installed in a flow of gas containing solid parti-

cles and the probe is coupled to an electric circuit con-

taining processing means. The probe is charged tribo-

electrically by the particles colliding with the probe and
the resulting current in the circuit is processed to give

an output that gives a measure of the flow rate of the

particles.

US 5 054 325 shows an apparatus for measurement
of fluid flows with suspended solid particles, using a tri-

boelectric probe embedded in the wail of the conduit

through which* the fluid flows, where the fluid flow is a
liquid or gas.

Our co-pending application no. GB 92.09407 (pub-

lished under the serial number GB 2 266 772) the con-

tent of which is incorporated herein by reference also

describes an arrangement for monitoring particles in a

gas flow. An electrically conducting rod is mounted in a

stack and is coupled to a processing circuit. The rod is

charged triboelectrically by the particles in the gas flow

and the signal generated in the circuit is evaluated to

give an output giving an indication of the particle flow.

The rod is insulated at the point where it is mounted in

the stack wall to prevent currents being transmitted to

and from the stacjy/vall, but of course the insulating ma-
terial does not extend over the whole outer surface of

the conducting rod.

In the arrangements described above, a probe ex-

tends into the fluid flow and obstructs the flow of the par-

ticles. It has been found that if the probe is mounted in

a duct wall or the like, particles can build up in the region

between the electrically conducting probe and the duct

wall and, especially in damp conditions, form an electri-

cally conducting path between the probe and the duct

wall.

As a result, the charge transferred to the probe by

the particles in the flow can pass through the built-up

material and through the duct wall to earth. Thus the out-

put of the processing circuit may not give an accurate

measure of the particle flow.

In addition, small currents that exist in the duct wall

can be transmitted via the probe into the processing cir-

cuit connected to the probe. The magnitude of the cur-

rents generated by the triboelectrical charging of the

probe in the circuit may be of the same order as those

that exist in the duct wall and so the output of the circuit

may not give an accurate measure of the particle flow.

A further problem is that the metal probe and the

duct wall may begin to operate as a battery, introducing

more undesirable currents into the processing circuit,

again giving an inaccurate measure of the particle flow.

It is an object of the invention to provide an im-

proved method and apparatus for detecting particles in

5 a flow that avoids or mitigates the above problems and
gives a reliable indication of the particle flow.

Accordingly, the present invention provides a meth-
od of detecting particles flowing along a stack and emit-

ted through the stack in which a probe is positioned so
^0 that it projects into the flow of particles and is charged

triboelectrically by the particles in the flow characterised

in that the part of the probe that projects into the particle

flow comprises an electrically conducting core covered
with an insulating layer which insulates the core from

1S the particle flow and the A.C. component of a signal from

the probe is evaluated to provide an indication of the

particle flow.

Although the A.C. component of the signal gener-

ated in the circuit by triboelectrical charging of the probe
20 is small when compared with the D.C. component, it has

been found that the A.C. component of the signal gives

a more accurate reflection of the particle flow than the

absolute value of the signal. It is believed that factors

such as humidity, electrical charges already on the par-

25 tides and a build-up of particles on the probe all affect

the absolute value of the current without affecting the

alternating component of the current as much. We have
found furthermore that the combination of providing an
insulated probe and evaluating the A.C. component is

30 especially advantageous because the use of A.C. is es-

pecially suited to the case where the probe is insulated.

Preferably the alternating component of the signal

from the probe is filtered to exclude high frequency com-
ponents of the signal, preferably to limit the frequency

35 to below about 5 Hz. The frequency may be limited to

below 2 Hz, preferably about 1.5 Hz. By eliminating

higher frequencies the risk of spurious signals derived

from mechanical vibration of the probe is substantially

reduced since the resonant frequency of such vibration

40 is likely to be substantially higher than 5 Hz.

Preferably the alternating component of the signal

from the probe is filtered to exclude low frequency com-
ponents of the signal preferably to limit the frequency

of the signal to above about 0.1 Hz, preferably about
45 0.15 Hz. By eliminating lower frequencies the risk of

spurious signals derived from transient temperature-

generated voltages is substantially reduced.

Preferably the alternating component of the signal

from the probe is amplified in a plurality of stages. In that

so case low frequencies, which may be those below 0.15

Hz, are preferably attenuated at the first stage of ampli-

fication.

The particles may be suspended in a fluid flow. The
fluid flow may be either a gas or a non-electrically con-

5S ducting liquid and the particles may be either liquid or

solid particles.

The flow may be a gas flow through a stack with

suspended particles that are emitted through the stack.
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The flow may be through a duct having a probe

mounted in the duct.

The present invention also provides an apparatus

for detecting particles flowing along a stack and emitted

through the stack comprising a probe to be positioned

so that it projects into the flow to be charged triboelec-

trically by the particles in the flow, and an electric circuit

coupled to the probe characterised in that the part of the

probe to project into the particle flow comprises an elec-

trically conducting core covered with an insulating layer

which insulates the core from the particle flow, and the

electric circuit has evaluating means for monitoring an

A.C. component of the signal from the probe for provid-

ing an output in dependence on the signal generated by

the triboelectric charging of the probe.

The probe may be in the form of a rod. The rod

probe may be of circular cross-section.

It is, of course, entirely unconventional to use an

insulated probe to monitor triboelectrical charging but

we have found the use of such a probe to be surprisingly

effective in the present invention, especially in terms of

overcoming the problems referred to above.

In the prior art particle monitoring arrangements, a

conducting rod probe is mounted in a duct wall with the

electrically conducting surface of the probe exposed to

the gas flow and the probe is coupled to a processing

circuit. It is believed that a current is generated by the

rod probe in the following ways:

(1) When a particle collides with the probe there is

a "rubbing" of the particle against the probe leading

to direct triboelectric charging.

(2) Particles in the flow may become charged by col-

lisions with othjjr particles. When a charged particle

collides with the conducting probe, the particle

gives up some or all of its charge to the probe. The

particle may be charged positively or negatively and

the current generated will vary accordingly.

(3) A charged particle in the flow passing the probe

may, even though it does not touch the probe, in-

duce a charge in the probe which causes a current

to flow.

In the case of the present invention it is believed

that currents are usually generated as a result of all

three of the effects described above although precisely

what happens is not fully understood. It is believed that

the probe and evaluating means of the present invention

may be likened in electrical terms to the same evaluating

means coupled to a non-insulated probe connected in

series with a capacitor.

Advantageously.the size and composition of the

particles in the flow does not vary and the flow is moni-

tored in order to detect variations in the mass flow rate.

Given that the size of the particles and their composition

does not vary, the measurement of mass flow rate can

alternatively be regarded as a measurement of the flow

rate in terms of the number of particles per unit time.

Usually it will be desired to provide a quantitative

indication of the mass flow rate but for some applications

it may be adequate simply to provide an indication of

whether or not the mass How rate measured is above or

s below some threshold level. An alarm may be sounded

if the mass flow rate is above the threshold level.

The invention can be used to monitor a flow of solid

particles alone or to monitor solid or liquid particles sus-

pended in a gas or liquid flow. The invention can be used

10 to provide a continuous measurement of the mass flow

rate of the suspended particles. The invention has many
applications in industrial plants using particle collection

and dry solids handling processes. It may be used, for

example, to monitor the performance of a filter. A par-

's ticularly advantageous and important use for the inven-

tion is the measurement of the emission of particles

classified as pollutants through a stack to the atmos-

phere. The invention can also be used in a manufactur-

ing process where it is necessary to monitor and control

'20 the addition or recovery of particulate matter. For exam-

ple, the invention may be used in a system where par-

ticles are suspended in a gas stream, as in a pneumatic

conveying system.

An apparatus and method for monitoring flow of par-

25 tides in accordance with the invention will now be de-

scribed by way of example only with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig 1 is a sectional view of the sensing head of the

30 dust flow monitoring apparatus mounted in the wall

of a stack through which dust particles in a flow of

air are emitted;

Fig 2 is a sectional view of the insulated probe as-

sembly of the sensing head;

35 Fig 3 is a block diagram representation of the elec-

trical system of the dust flow monitoring system;

Fig 4 is a graph showing the d.c. voltage outputs

from the monitoring system monitoring an air flow

to which polyvinylchloride (PVC) dust particles have

40 been added at two different constant rates;

With reference to Fig 1 of the accompanying draw-

ings, the sensing head of the dust flow monitoring ap-

paratus generally comprises a metal probe 1 with a layer

45 of insulating material 2 on the outer surface, an insulated

support member 3, made of PTFE, and an electronic

sensor unit 4 comprising a waterproof box 5 containing

an electronic circuit board 6.

With reference to Fig 2, the probe assembly is a

so metal rod 1 of circular cross-section with a diameter of

16mm and 150mm long made of stainless steel and

coated on the outer surface, using known techniques,

with a nylon powder coating 2. The stainless steel rod

is coated with the insulating material over the entire sur-

55 face except the end of the rod that is to be connected to

the circuit board. The thickness of the insulating layer is

Sum
Fig. 1 shows the probe and a sensor unit 4 making

3
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up the sensing head fitted in the stack wall 8.

The electronic sensor unit 4 comprises an alumini-

um cover 5 containing a circuit board 6 carrying signal

evaluating means and is connected to the metal probe

by means of a connection screw 7. The connection

screw 7 passes through the circuit board 6 and connects

it to the metal probe 1.

The sensing head is mounted in the stack wall 8 in

the following way. A position for mounting the sensing

head 11 in the stack is chosen where the gas flow is

reasonably linear, for example, as shown, in a straight

section of the stack. An internally screw threaded sleeve

9 is then welded into the stack at the chosen position.

An outer metal sleeve 10 having an external screw
thread matching the internal thread on the coupling is

fitted around the insulating support member 3. The
sensing head is then inserted into the stack wall and
screwed into place so that the probe extends into the

gas flow. A lock nut 11 secures the sensing head in the

stack wall. A second lock nut 1 2 acts on a sealing gasket

1 3 that is placed around the end of the probe between
the metal sleeve 10 and the sensing unit 4.

As shown in Fig. 1 the probe projects into the shaft

of the stack in a direction transverse to the direction of

flow of air through the stack. Particles in the air flow col-

lide with the probe and triboelectric charging takes

place. A signal is thus produced in the circuit coupled to

the probe.

Fig. 3 shows a' block diagram illustrating the elec-

tronic circuitry of the dust monitoring apparatus. Our co-

pending application no. GB 90.09407 describes in full

detail the circuitry used to evaluate a current generated
by a metal probe in an apparatus for detecting particles

in a gas flow. The^same circuitry is used in the dust mon-
itoring apparatus described here. However, as de-

scribed above, the signal generated in the circuit by the

insulated probe is different from the signal generated in

the circuit when it is coupled to a non-insulated metal

probe. The electronic circuit board in the sensor shown
in Fig. 1 contains the input amplifier 22, the first coupling

network 23, the second stage amplifier 24 and the gain-

change logic circuit 25. The rest of the electrical system
is "control room' equipment and is located at a position

remote from the sensing head.

The signal is processed in the same way as is de-

scribed in. our co-pending application GB 2 266 772.

Briefly, referring to Fig. 3, the current supplied by the

probe is amplified and subjected to bandwidth shaping.

The signal is also passed through coupling networks

23, 1 02 containing capacitors that block the d.c. and very

low frequency signals in the circuit. Finally, the signal is

passed to an averaging filter and output amplifier 104
that provides a long-term average of the signals, reduc-

ing the random signal variations which particle flow pro-

vides. The output signal from the output amplifier is

passed to a voltage-to-current converter 105 for driving

a pen-recorder or the like.

Also, a signal from the averaging filter and output

amplifier 104 is applied to the alarm logic and controller

1 06 which is set to trigger when a set level is exceeded.
There is also an arrangement for setting the alarm logic

and controller to trigger when the applied signal falls be-

$ low a set threshold.

Because the outer layer of the probe is electrically

insulated, even if there is a buiid-up of particles in the

region between the probe and the stack wall, there is no
electrically conducting path between the stack wall and

10 the processing circuit.

In that way the reading given by the dust monitoring

apparatus is a more accurate measure of the particle

flow.

Fig. 4 shows the results, in the form of voltage in

is volts plotted against time in minutes, of a test carried

out to measure the result of monitoring particles using

the monitoring apparatus described above at given den-
sities in an air flow through a duct. In the test, PVC par-

ticles of substantially constant size of 200 microns were
20 added to air flowing at a rate of 1 8.5 m/s through a duct

of circular cross-section. The particles were first"added
at a substantially constant rate of the order of 7.7 mg/
m3 and the output from the evaluating means was
measured. Similarly, PVC particles were later added at

2S a substantially constant rate of approximately 3.lmg/m3
and the output was again measured. Fig. 4 shows that

the reading obtained by the evaluating means in each
case is substantially constant and approximately pro-

portional to the density of the particles.

30 The invention is not limited to use in a stack as de-

scribed above. As will be clear to a person skilled in the

art the invention can be used to monitor any flow of par-

ticles, whether flowing under the action of gravity, or sus-

pended in a gas or non-electrically conducting liquid.

3S Other types of insulating material would be suitable for

use on the probe. For example, the insulating layer

could be nylon, polytetrafluoroethene (PTFE), ceramic

or any plastic, whether thermoplastic or thermosetting,

and it could be in the form of a coating or a sleeve. Al-

^0 though the circuit described above coupled to the probe

evaluates the A.C. component of the signal generated

by the probe, the insulated probe is also suitable for use

with a circuit where the D.C. component, or both the A.

C. and the D.C. component, of a signal generated by
45 the probe is evaluated to give an output reading that is

a measure of the particle flow.

Claims
50

1. A method of detecting particles flowing along a

stack and emitted through the stack in which a

probe is positioned so that it projects into the flow

of particles and is charged triboelectrically by the

55 particles in the flow characterised in that the part of

the probe that projects into the particle flow com-
prises an electrically conducting core covered with

an insulating layer which insulates the core from the

4
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particle flow and the A.C. component of a signal

from the probe is evaluated to provide an indication

of the particle flow.

2. Method as claimed in claim 1 in which the particles

are suspended in a fluid flow and the probe is

charged triboelectrically by the particles in the fluid

flow.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2 in which the fluid is

a gas and the particles are liquid or solid particles

suspended in the gas.

4. A method as claimed in any of claims 1 to 3 in which

the A.C. component of the signal from the probe is

filtered to exclude high frequency components of

the signal.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4 in which the A.C.

component of the signal from the probe is filtered to

limit the frequency to below about 5 Hz.

6. A method as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5 in

which the A.C. component of the signal is filtered to

exclude low frequency components of the signal.

7. A method as claimed in claim 6 in which the A.C.

component of the signal is filtered to limit the fre-

quency to above about 0.1 Hz.

8. Apparatus for detecting particles flowing along a

stack and emitted through the stack comprising a
probe to be positioned so that it projects into the

flow to be charged triboelectrically by the particles

in the flow, and an electric circuit coupled to the

probe characterised in that the part of the probe to

project into the particle flow comprises an electri-

cally conducting core covered with an insulating lay-

er which insulates the core from the particle flow,

and the electric circuit has evaluating means for

monitoring an A.C. component of the signal from the

probe for providing an output in dependence on the

signal generated by the triboelectric charging of the

probe.

9. Apparatus as claimed in claim 8 characterised in

that the probe is in the form of a rod.

10. Apparatus as claimed in claim 9 characterised in

that the rod is of circular cross-section.

component of the signal to below about 5 Hz.

13. Apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 8 to 12
in which the electric circuit comprises filter means

5 for filtering out low frequency components of the

signal.

14. Apparatus as claimed in claim 13 in which the filter

means are for limiting the frequency of the A.C.
io component to above about 0. 1 Hz.

15. A method as described in claim 1 using an appara-

tus as claimed in any of claims 8 to 15.

15

Patentanspruche

1. Verfahren zum Erfassen von Teilchen, die entlang

einem Abzug stromen und durch den Abzug hin-

20 durch emittiert werden, in welchem ein MeGfuhler

derart positioniert ist, da3 dieser in die Teilchenstro-

mung hineinragt und durch die Teilchen in der Stro-

mung triboelektrisch aufgeladen wird, dadurch ge-

kennzeichnet, daG der Teil des MeGfuhiers, der in

25 die Teilchenstromung hineinragt, einen elektrisch

leitenden Kern aufweist, der mit einer isolierenden

Schicht Qberzogen ist, welche den Kern gegenuber

der Teilchenstromung isoliert, und die Wechsel-

strom-Komponente eines Signals vom MeGfuhler
30 ausgewertet wird, um eine Angabe uber die Teil-

chenstromung zu liefern.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 , in welchem die Teil-

chen in einer Fiuidstromung schwebend gehalten

35 werden und der MeGfuhler durch die Teilchen in der

Fiuidstromung triboelektrisch aufgeladen wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, in welchem das Fluid

ein Gas ist und die Teilchen im Gas schwebend ge-
<to haltene, flussige oder feste Teilchen sind.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 3, in wel-

chem die Wechselstrom-Komponente des Signals

vom MeGfuhler gefiltert wird, um hohe Frequenz-
*5 komponenten des Signals auszuschlieGen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, in welchem die Wech-
selstrom-Komponente des Signals vom MeGfuhler

gefiltert wird, um die Frequenz auf unter etwa 5 Hz
so zu begrenzen.

11. Apparatus as claimed in any of claims 8 to 10 in

which the electric circuit comprises filter means for

filtering out high frequency components of the sig-

nal.

12. Apparatus as claimed in claim 11 in which the filter

means are for limiting the frequency of the A.C.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 5, in wel-

chem die Wechselstrom-Komponente des Signals

gefiltert wird, um niedrige Frequenzkomponenten

des Signals auszuschlieGen.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, in welchem die Wech-
selstrom-Komponente des Signals gefiltert wird,

5
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urn die Frequenz auf uber etwa 0,1 Hz zu begren-

zen.

8. Vorrichtung zum Erfassen von Teilchen, die entlang

einem Abzug stromen und durch den Abzug hin-

durch emittiert werden, mit einem MeBfuhler, der

derart zu positionieren ist, daB er in die Stromung
hineinragt urn durch die Teilchen in der Stromung
triboelektrisch aufgeladen zu werden, und einer an
den MeBfuhler angeschlossenen elektrischen 10

Schaltung, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daB der Teil

des MeBfuhlers, der in die Teilchenstromung hin-

einragt, einen elektrisch leitenden Kern aufweist,

der mit einer isolierenden Schicht uberzogen ist,

weiche den Kern gegenuber der Teilchenstromung i$

isoliert, und die elektrische Schaltung Auswer-
tungsmittel zum Qberwachen einer Wechselstrom-

Komponente des Signals vom MeBfuhler aufweist,

urn in Abhangigkeit von d'em durch das triboelektri-

sche Aufladen des MeBfuhlers erzeugten Signal ei- 20

ne Ausgabe zu liefern.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daB der MeBfuhler in Form eines Stabes
vortiegt. 25

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daB der Stab einen kreisfdrmigen Quer-
schnitt aufweist.

30

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 10, in

welcher die elektrische Schaltung ein Filtermittel

zum Herausfiltern hoher Frequenzkomponenten
des Signals umfaBL

35

1 2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 1 , in welcher die Filter-

mittel zur Begrenzung der Frequenz der Wechsel-
strom-Komponente des Signals auf unter etwa 5 Hz
ausgebildet sind.

40

13. Vorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 12, in

welcher die elektrische Schaltung Filtermittel zum
Herausfiltern niedriger Frequenzkomponenten des

Signals umfaBL
45

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 13, in welcher die Fil-

termittel zum Begrenzen der Frequenz der Wech-
selstrom-Komponente auf uber etwa 0, 1 Hz ausge-

bildet sind.

50

15. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 unter Verwendung ei-

ner Vorrichtung nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 1 5.

Revendications 55

1 . Procede de detection de particules circulant le long

d'une cheminee et emises par la cheminee dans la-

quelle une sonde est disposee de sorte qu'elle

s'etende dans le flux de particules et soit chargee
triboelectriquement par les particules dans le flux,

caracterise en ce que la partie de la sonde qui

s'etend dans le flux de particules comprend un
noyau electriquement conducteur recouvert d'une

couche isolante qui isole le noyau du flux de parti-

cules et en ce que la composante alternative d'un

signal provenant de la sonde est evaluee pour four-

nir une indication du flux de particules.

2. Procede sefon la revendication 1, dans lequel les

particules sont en suspension dans un flux de fluide

et dans lequel la sonde est chargee triboelectrique-

ment par les particules dans le flux de fluide.

3. Procede selon la revendication 2, dans lequel le flui-

de est un gaz et les particules sont des particules

liquides ou solides en suspension dans le gaz.

4. Procede selon Tune des revendications 1 a 3, dans
lequel la composante alternative du signal prove-

nant de la sonde est filtree pour exclure les compo-
santes haute frequence du signal.

5. Procede selon la revendication 4
:
dans lequel la

composante alternative du signal provenant de la

sonde est filtree pour limiter la frequence a moins
d'environ 5 Hz.

6. Procede selon Tune des revendications 1 a 5, dans
lequel la composante alternative du signal est filtree

pour exclure les composantes basse frequence du
signal.

7. Procede selon la revendication 6
:
dans lequel la

composante alternative du signal est filtree pour li-

miter la frequence au-dessus d'environ 0,1 Hz.

8. Appareil pour detecter des particules circulant le

long d'une cheminee et emises a travers la chemi-

nee, comprenant une sonde a positionner de sorte

qu'elle s'etende dans le flux pour etre chargee tri-

boelectriquement par les particules dans le flux, et

un circuit electrique couple a la sonde, caracterise

en ce que la partie de la sonde qui doit s'etendre

dans le flux de particules comprend un noyau elec-

triquement conducteur recouvert d'une couche iso-

lante qui isole le noyau du flux de particules, et en
ce que le circuit electrique comporte des moyens
devaluation destines a controler une composante
alternative du signal provenant de la sonde pour

fournir une sortie selon un signal genere par la char-

ge triboelectrique de la sonde.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 8, caracterise en ce

que la sonde a la forme d'une barre.
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10. Appareil selon la revendication 9, caracterise en ce

que la barre a une section circulaire.

1 1 . Appareil selon I'une des revendications S a 1 0, dans
lequel le circuit electrique comprend des moyens 5

formant filtre destines a filtrer les composantes hau-

te frequence du signal.

12. Appareil selon la revendication 11, dans lequel les

moyens formant filtre sont destines a limiter la fre- 10

quence de la composante alternative du signal a

moins d'environ 5 Hz.

1 3. Appareil selon I'une des revendications 8 a 1 2, dans
lequel le circuit electrique comprend des moyens 1$

formant filtre destines a filtrer les composantes bas-

se frequence du signal.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 13, dans lequel les

moyens formant filtre sont destines a limiter la fre- 20

quence de la composante alternative au-dessus

d'environ 0,1 Hz.

15. Procede selon la revendication 1 , utifisant un appa-

reil selon I'une des revendications 8 a 15. 25

30

35

40

45

50
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